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A Comparative Study of Democratic Thought in the Three
Principles of the People, the Gettysburg Address and Oceana
Ma Liya
（Sichuan International Studies University, Chongqing, China）
Abstract: Sun Yat-sen’s the Three Principles of the People, Abraham Lincoln’s The Gettysburg Address and James Harrington’s The
Commonwealth of Oceana are the famous and influential works all around the world, mainly because of the democratic thought. There is a
relationship and consistency about the democracy in three works, which has a potential significant to reality. Nowadays, with the rapid
economic growth and increasingly politic development of China, the people, especially Chinese have a strong demand for democracy. In
order to provide inspiration for Chinese democratic political development, it has discussed from the perspective of democracy thought
reflected in three works, which caters to the needing for democracy by modern Chinese civil. It mainly divides into four parts. The first part
is a brief introduction on the significance and theme. The second part is a brief introduction about the three political theorists and their
masterpieces. The third part is a specific analysis on democratic thought reflected in the three masterpiecanes and its relationship and
consistency. The last part are conclusions, that is, the democratic thought from the three masterpieces, which are suggested as the potential
inspiration for the modern Chinese politicians.
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Communist Party of China and helping the farmers and workers.”
1. Introduction

Mr. sun struggled for a promising china during his whole life and

As one of the Chinese most famous political theorists, Sun

overthrew feudalism system which lasted for more than 2000 years,

Yat-sen’s the Three Principles of the People has a profound influence

his achievement had gained great respect and praise from both home

upon China, which was formed under the inspiration of American

and abroad.

President Abraham Lincoln’s “and that government of the people, by

The Three Principles of the People, also called San-min

the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth” and

Doctrine. The three principles are often translated into and

western political thinkers. Abraham Lincoln put out the ideas under

summarized as nationalism, democracy, and the livelihood of the

the influence of the Western thinkers. As one of the important

people. This philosophy had been claimed as the cornerstone of the

political theorists, James Harrington’s political thought exerted a

Republic of China's policy as carried by the Kuomintang (KMT).

profound affection on Abraham Lincoln. So, the democratic thought

The principles also appeared in the first line of the National Anthem

in three works has an inherent relationship,which is significant to the

of the Republic of China.

democratic politic development. By comparing the democratic

2.2 Abraham Lincoln and The Gettysburg Address

thought among the Three Principles of the People, The Gettysburg

Abraham Lincoln was an American politician and lawyer who

Address and Oceana, the paper tries to seek the consistent spirit

served as the 16th President of the United States from March, 1861

from them and provides more democratic inspiration for modern

until he was assassinated in April 1865. Lincoln led the United States

Chinese political development.

during its Civil War--its bloodiest war and perhaps its greatest moral,
constitutional, and political crisis. In doing so, he preserved

2. A brief introduction on authors and works
2.1 Sun Yat-Sen and the Three Principles of the People
Sun Yat-Sen, the great pioneer of Chinese democratic revolution. He
put forward the famous guiding principles--“driving the invaders out
of China, restoring the sovereignty of country, establishing a
republic and equalizing the land ownership” and the Three Principles
of the People--“nationalism, democracy and the people’s livelihood.”
In 1924, he put forward new Three Principles of the People. He also
proposed the policies of “making an alliance with Russia and the

the Union, abolished slavery, strengthened the federal government,
and modernized the economy.
On April 12, 1861, as the leader of the moderate faction of the
Republican Party, Lincoln confronted Radical Republicans, who
demanded harsher treatment of the South, however, war Democrats,
who

called

for

(called Copperheads),

more
who

compromise,
despised

anti-war

him,

so

Democrats
irreconcilable

secessionists appeared, which plotted his assassination. Politically,
by carefully planned political patronage, and by appealing to the
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“separation of the three powers”, but he believes that the western

Glassman,193). Lincoln fought back by pitting his opponents to fight

system have some flaws, which must be supplemented and improved

against each other.

to form Chinese democracy. The “five power constitution” means

On November 19, 1863, the most famous speech Gettysburg

establishing the system of legislative, judicial and administrative

Address is given by President Abraham Lincoln. He put out the

supervision and examination, separating the power of the country.

famous thoughts--“and that government of the people, by the people,

The “five power constitution” regard the national assembly

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.” His Gettysburg

(parliament) as the supreme legislative organs, the president as the

Address became an iconic endorsement of the principles of

head of the executive, the judiciary is independent judicial organs.

nationalism, republicanism, equal rights, liberty, and democracy.

So, how do people exercise the right to manage the state? Sun

Lincoln had been consistently ranked both by scholars and the

Yat-sen put forward the implementation of the “Autonomous

populaces as among the greatest U.S. presidents.

County,” Autonomous County officials could be elected or dismissed

2.3 James Harrington and Oceana

directly by people. People could create the law or veto the law in

James Harrington was an English political theorist of classical
republicanism,

best

known

for

controversial

work--The

Autonomous County .
3.2The democratic thought in The Gettysburg Address

Commonwealth of Oceana (1656). James Harrington’s brief career

Happened in July, 1863, Gettysburg war is the most brutal one

as a political and historical theorist spanned the last years of the

in American civil war, it is also the turning point in American civil

Cromwellian Protectorate and the Restoration of 1660. Harrington

war. On November 19th, 1863, Lincoln visited Gettysburg battlefield

was the first theorist to interpret the English Civil Wars as a

on the ceremony of sacrificed soldier’s tomb is finished. On this

revolution, the result of a long term process of social change that led

ceremony, Lincoln gives his famous Gettysburg Address.

to the decay of the old political order.

The Gettysburg Address was an accurate explanation to

In the middle of the seventeenth century, when the mess of

American democracy and political dream. At the last of the address,

Britain prompted Hobbes to think about how to achieve national

Lincoln said:“that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not

security order, Harrington tried to study driving force behind of the

have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a new

social forces that caused the rapid change of political situation.

birth of freedom -- and that government of the people, by the people,

Based on the thought of Aristotle’s research on the relationship

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.”(David Copp,422)

between property reform and regime change, he sought to find out

Just from The Gettysburg Address, Lincoln put out the famous

the reasons from the influence of economic interests on the political

democratic thoughts--“government of the people, by the people, for

development. He demonstrated his political opinions with the

the people” . In sentence, three prepositions reflect the relationship

“property factor” and “spiritual factor” (J.G.A.Pocock,156).

between government and people--“of”means “belong to”, that is,

.Harrington’s masterpiece The Commonwealth of Oceana is an

government belongs to people, rather than people belongs to

exposition on an ideal constitution, designed to facilitate the

government. “by”means “executive”, that is, all the matters of the

development of an Utopian republic, allowing for the existence of

government, including “executive” and not “executive” political

an Utopian republic. The details of this ideal governing document

right, it belongs to people, rather than belongs to officials. “for”

were set out from the rights of the state to the salaries of low

means destination or aims, the government should regard the

officials. Its strategies were not implemented at the time.

purpose of people as their destination, rather than people regard the
purpose of the government as their own. In addition, whether

3. An analyses of democratic thought in the Three Principles
of the People, The Gettysburg Address and Oceana
From ancient Greece to modern western democratic practice,
the concept of democracy has undergone three stages of evolution,

government make the right “fraction”or not should at the bases of
the people’s willing, and government should not make the policy
conflict with the principle of “regard the aims of the people as their
own”.

namely ancient Athens representative democracy, liberal democracy

Through “that government of the people, by the people, for the

and electoral democracy. In modern times, democracy mainly

people,” Lincoln put out the spirit of the democratic government :

presents as electoral democracy (Axel Hadenius,163).

government not governed people but is governed by the people; the

3.1 The democratic thought in the Three Principles of the
People

officials that are chosen by people are regarded as public servants,
they represent the will of the people chose them; people could vote

Nationalism is one of Sun Yat-sen’s the Three Principles of the

officials to express their will and organize peaceful demonstrations;

People. Modern western bourgeois republic, most of them are

Every civil has right and responsibility about his benefits, to decide

“separation of the three powers” system, that is, legislative power,

how his government going(Capozzi,197).

judicial power, administrative power are separate, independent, and
mutual restraint. In order to oppose personal dictatorship, Sun
Yat-sen's “five power constitution” absorbs the western spirit of

3.3 The democratic thought in Oceana
A commonwealth is an empire having “no more liberty by the
laws”. The liberty of a commonwealth consists in the empire of her
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laws, a commonwealth is an empire of laws and not of men. As we

which when everyone is thirsty you start to sell water. So both from

all know, having “no more liberty by the laws, which implies laws is

theories and fact, which demonstrate there is a necessary to develop

a base of the liberty, may them constitute liberty.“ Laws are framed

democracy in Chinese polite.

by every private man to protect the liberty of every private man,
which by that means comes to be the liberty of the commonwealth.”

4. Conclusions

Comparatively, having “no more liberty from the laws ” implies the

Nowadays in China, people’s will to ask for democracy is

laws have been made, who is maker? we don’t know, so the sentence

growing. According to the criteria of Sun Yat-sen, Lincoln and James

reflects the situation where absence from democracy, however,

Harrington, whether the government represent people’s will or not,

having “no more liberty by the laws” reflect the democracy and

whether a country makes his decision according to the laws or not,

liberty of the commonwealth.

whether people share the right and responsibility of the country or

“The whole mystery of a commonwealth, which lies only in

not become the criteria of democracy.

dividing and choosing.” Dividing and choosing, in the language of a

Nowadays, the situation of decay is always happened in China,

commonwealth, is debating and resolving; and whatsoever, upon

also in other country of the world. According to Where does freedom

debate of the senate, is proposed to the people, and resolved by them,

come from written by Bao Limin&Zhao Hanmo, we know that the

and by the power of the people, which concurring, make a

high level of the democracy could relieves decay, so the democracy

law(J.G.A.Pocock,152).
3.4 The consistency of democratic thought in three people’s
works
There is a inherent relationship among the Three Principles of

in modern China, even other countries of the world, still in his way
to become perfected and satisfied. In China, some people’s opinions
fight against democracy, because they worry about that after
democracy, there are turmoils, disturbances, street clashes.

the People , Lincoln’s democratic doctrine and The commonwealth of

Then, how to develop it? The Sun Yat-sen’s the Three

Oceana. Not just Sun Yat-sen expressed that his the Three Principles

Principles of the People, Lincoln’s democracy thought and James

of the People derived from Lincoln’s thought in March 6, 1921,

Harrington’s republic thought set the good example for us.

Lincoln is influenced by western political thinkers, which including

“separation of the three powers” and make the laws to give a

James Harrington, but also the nature of their thought is

promise that it can implement smoothly; And build a government

consistent--that is, they all reflects the democratic thought.

that belongs to public, and public executive the political right, and

In Sun’s opinion, the government must promise the political

the government should regard the public destination as their own. By

sovereignty to belong to civil--in that level we could say the

dividing and choosing for government to make the laws to promise

government by the people, it is called the doctrine of people’s right.

the will and liberty of the republic.

To the doctrine of people’s livelihood, the people should share the

---------------------------------------------------------------------

right of land and sovereignty; In Lincoln’s “and that government of
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